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Session aims 

•  Understanding the  difference between     
    knowledge, ability and competence 
 

•  A context for teaching competences 
 

•  Planning and teaching by competence 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
This is what we will look at briefly in this short introductory session today..



Comptence based learning 

Focuses on: 

• the outcomes of language learning 
 

• what students can do with the language – not what   

  they know about it. 
 

• preparing students for the different demands of   

  the 21° century 
 

 

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
When we talk about a methodology we usually mean a guideline system for solving a problemIn this situation our problem is preparing our students to  face today’s society and it’s challenges.Now,  a “methodology” contains specific components such as phases, tasks, methods, techniques and tools.At the beginning of our course we have “objectives” – things we want our students to have achieved when they finish the course.The objectives of competence based learning are three. (Click to reveal)



Competences:  
The European context 

2000:  Lisbon Strategy 
 

 
2002: CoE Barcellona “by 2010…” 

 
 
2006: 8 basic competences defined by CoE* 
 

Recommended by the European Parliament and Council 2006 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Important events to note here are :2000 - “The Lisbon strategy“ which concluded that without education - nation states and economies do not grow, hence schools and instruction have a central role in the development of society, the environment and the economy2002 European Council set 2010 as a deadline to ensure that the member states’ education systems were of a world class standardEach education system constantly monitored to identify the need for new strategies to encourage life-long learning2006 the European Parliament and Council invite member states to develop 8 basic competencies for students as a basis for lifelong-learingThese 8 key competences became the basis of Fiorini’s 2007 reform which we can look at in a minute.



The Lisbon Strategy 2000  

The European Council provided guidance to define 
competences make Europe's economy … 

“…the most competitive and dyn 

amic; capable of economic growth with more jobs and 
better greater social cohesion ". 

 

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The lisbon strategy in 2000 set out to define Key competences needed for lifelong learning. They are a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes appropriate to the context. They are particularly necessary for personal fulfilment and development, social inclusion, active citizenship and employment.



The Lisbon Strategy 

“Key competences acquired by young people at the 
end of compulsory education,  

equipping them for adult life, particularly for 
working life, whilst forming a basis for further 

learning…” 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
It became a reference tool for EU countries and their education & training policies.EU countries should try to ensure:…that initial education and training offer all young people the means to develop the key competences to a level that equips them for adult and working life, thus providing a basis for future learning;…that appropriate provision is made for young people who are disadvantaged in their training so that they can fulfil their educational potential;



8 key competences 
1. Communication in mother tongue 
2. Communication in foreign languages 
3. Competence in Maths and basic competence in 

Science and Technology 
4. Learning to learn 
5. Social and Civic competences 
6. Initiative taking and entrepreneurial skills 
7. Self-awareness and cultural expression 
8. Digital competence 

Raccomandazione del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, 18/12/2006 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
These are the 8 key competences designed by the Council of Europe and the European Parliament.These should not be confused with  the Basic competences which relate to basic capabilities: reading, writing and maths. These key competences provided guidelines for each county’s Ministry of Education to develop teaching by competency and should be reached by the end of the obligatory schooling at 16 years of age and act as a solid base for life-long learning.The competences should be transferable across subjects.Today we are looking at competence in foreign language learning.How many of these competences do you think are relevant to  foreign language learning.The compentencies highlighted in red are directly relevant to foreign language instruction and with the inclusion of CLIL , 3 – mathematical and basic science competence could also be considered relevant.



Stop there. I’m not sure 
what a 

competence 
is… 

Is it like  
a skill ? 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
OK. Hopefully I have outlined the relevance and importance of this teacher training session with you.Let’s get a couple of the things straight.Let’s start from the top…What exactly is a competence?



 
 cocktail 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
To  define Competence , let’s mix a cocktail.One measure of Know how or Knowledge – theoretical or practical, relating to the subject (Conoscenza)One measure of Ability – application of knowledge (Saper fare / abiità)  HO CORRETTO TRA PARENTESIAdd personal capacity and experience to use this knowledge and ability in professional development or personal situations. Mix with responsibility, autonomy, motivation, need and attitude



Personal 
capacity  and 
experience,  
motivation, 
strategy, 
need and 
attitude  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
To  define Competence , let’s mix a cocktail.One measure of Know how or Knowledge – theoretical or practical, relating to the subject (Conoscenza)One measure of Ability – application of knowledge (Saper fare / abiità)  HO CORRETTO TRA PARENTESIAdd personal capacity and experience to use this knowledge and ability in professional development or personal situations. Mix with responsibility, autonomy, motivation, need and attitude



In other words…. 

Knowledge 
 

Ingredients  
Quantities 
Equipment 

Ability 
 

Preparation 
Procedure 
Production  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Competence 

 
Experience 
Motivation  
Strategy 
Needs 

Attitude 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Or …a recipe.Any recipe, is an excellent example and easy to explain the difference between knowledge, skills and competencies.KNOWLEDGE� I KNOW all the ingredients I need, the quantities for the number of people, the essential utensils (like a knife, potato peeler, whisk to whip the egg or cream, colander, baking tray, etc etc ) and the time necessary for the preparation and cooking (or refrigeration).��SKILLS�I must have some skills, such as knowing how to butter and flour a baking pan, mix flour and water without creating lumps, beat an egg white or cream, stir, finely slice and also how to do complex tasks such as preparing a mayonnaise or a dressing, etc etc�The skills have different degrees of difficulty: taking the skin of a pineapple is like peeling a potato,  whereas cleaning fish is not like washing  salad…CompetenceTo complete the task I need to add “My touch” at certain points throughout the procedure:�• skills and experiences:  for example… from previous attempts at cooking I now understand what it means to taste “enough" when dealing with  salt, pepper and olive oil, or maybe I've learned that gradual temperature increases in the oven temperature, certain foods will cook better, or I discovered that  adding a pinch of yeast in the dough makes the base lighter…�motivation: if I am  cooking for a birthday, I may consider extra decoration on the cake. A romantic evening -   I might want to lighten the flavor of garlic by letting it soak in milk before cooking�• Strategies: To save time, I can preheat the oven, or arrange the prepared ingredients and utensils on the work surface, etc..�• needs: If a someone has allergies or is intolerant to a certain ingredient, I’ll have a quick check on the internet or in a book by the experts on how I can replace it without affecting the result of the recipe�• attitude: if I am arty or I have a neat handwriting, I could put together a nice menu to accompany lunch. if I have a passion for history, I may  tell diners the origin of the recipe …..�



Competences:  The Italian context 

• 1998   New State exam based on competences 
 
 

 
• 2003   Competences in the Moratti reform 

 
• 2007   8 key competences of citizenship    
                  formally  included in D.M. 13   
                  Fioroni: + obligatory schooling   
                  until 16yrs of age. 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
What you can see here is a time line of when competences started to become part of the italian state school system and organisation or curriculum and certfication.Progetto Lingue 2000 also moved language teaching in this direction but we shouldn’t confuse Common European Framework level descriptors  (Can do statements) and the 8 key competences. 1998 New State exam based on competences (Berlinguer/De Mauro reform)2000 Progetto Lingue 2000 and CEFR introduced “teaching by competence”. Current ministerial guidelines don’t require us to revolutionise the way we teach a foreign language but confirms and builds on an approach which has been common practice since 20002003 La Riforma Moratti – competences not just in 1 but 2 foreign languages2006 8 basic competences designed by MIUR ibased on Council of Eurpoe’s reccomendations2007 Formally applied in D.M. 139 Fioroni: obligatory schooling until 16yrs of age.

http://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=fioroni+ministro&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=KFccDDGJUe9VPM&tbnid=FwPPHiGIYOqYfM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cislscuola.it%2Fcontent%2F20120703-fioroni-la-spending-review-non-tocchi-la-scuola&ei=BrI9UZqVFMbGtAbAwICwDw&bvm=bv.43287494,d.Yms&psig=AFQjCNEF-zdk9hDUQtICngNIsKYNUE678Q&ust=1363084130993027�
http://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=moratti+ministro&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=OAC30kVd-c0yQM&tbnid=X-247NKMivy-cM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.repubblica.it%2F2005%2Fi%2Fsezioni%2Fscuola_e_universita%2Fservizi%2Friformareggio%2Fconsimin1410%2Fconsimin1410.html&ei=cLI9UeupMM3BtAbz5oGwDw&bvm=bv.43287494,d.Yms&psig=AFQjCNFmHLnUds4ZUqOGBIRUiGLc3ubuyA&ust=1363084265984176�
http://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=berlinguer+ministro&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=Pli49zMPc7vHGM&tbnid=mh0CRdROeJQ1gM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.veja.it%2F2009%2F04%2F17%2Fda-berlinguer-alla-moratti-il-grande-disastro-delluniversita%25E2%2580%25A8%2F&ei=kLI9UcTCIsaZtAbqxYHYDw&bvm=bv.43287494,d.Yms&psig=AFQjCNF63pxVVmcsN4KB5zSASeWOlCf4Pg&ust=1363084297361687�


So this means … 

 
Competences have already been intergrated into the 

state syllabus 

 

Teachers in Italy are already teaching competence 
in class 

 

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
So if these two statements are true then somewhere along the line publishers of educational material must have started producing competence based exercises in their coursebooks?Right?Let’s see..



Relatore
Note di presentazione
Here is a double page spread of a SSPG coursebook. (Hand out A3 copy)In pairs, look at the exercises and try to establish what they are teaching?Language KnowledgeOrLanguage Competence



What exercises are testing language 
knowledge? 

 

What exercises are testing language 
competence? 



Relatore
Note di presentazione
Here is a double page spread of a SSPG coursebook. (Hand out A3 copy)In pairs, look at the exercises and try to establish what they are teaching?Language KnowledgeOrLanguage Competence



Relatore
Note di presentazione
Here is a double page spread of a SSPG coursebook. (Hand out A3 copy)In pairs, look at the exercises and try to establish what they are teaching?Language KnowledgeOrLanguage Competence



What’s on the page? 

• Grammar exercises, vocab matching 

 

 

• Listen and fill, choose the right word 

 

 

• Producing language to complete a task 

 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
What I am not doing today is "introducing" competencies , but trying to  highlight and enhance elements already present in teaching material, giving the teacher a “competence” system" that will facilitate planning, classroom work and assessmentTeaching languages includes having language  knowledge  as well as general and specific competences.Language knowledge is related to knowing lexical groups, grammatical structures, where as general competences can be  related to lexical competence, communicative competence, linguistic-grammatical competence and cultural competence.Specific competences relate to fluency in oral production, accuracy in written production, comprehension skills (written and oral) lexical variety and accuracy etcStructuring your course requires you to  have a balance of these disclipines as well as periodically checking comprehension, ability and achieved competence. 



What’s on the page? 

• Grammar exercises, vocab matching 

• Applying Knowledge 

 

• Listen and fill, choose the right word 

• Applying Ability 

 

• Producing language to complete a task 

• Applying Competence 

 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
What I am not doing today is "introducing" competencies , but trying to  highlight and enhance elements already present in teaching material, giving the teacher a “competence” system" that will facilitate planning, classroom work and assessmentTeaching languages includes having language  knowledge  as well as general and specific competences.Language knowledge is related to knowing lexical groups, grammatical structures, where as general competences can be  related to lexical competence, communicative competence, linguistic-grammatical competence and cultural competence.Specific competences relate to fluency in oral production, accuracy in written production, comprehension skills (written and oral) lexical variety and accuracy etcStructuring your course requires you to  have a balance of these disclipines as well as periodically checking comprehension, ability and achieved competence. 





How would you answer these questions? 





How we help with your planning 

The Tool kit  

Theoretical introduction to teaching competences  

 

Teacher’s guide 

•   Indications for planning 

•   Evaluation teaching plan 

•   Complete explanation of the competence    

    system of the coursebook 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In the teacher’s guide you will find..Complete explanation of the competence system of the textbook. Indications for planning and an evaluation�teaching plan for competences ranging from general goals to skills, knowledge and specific competences of each unit / module�A broad theoretical introduction on teaching competences: planning, assessment, certificationATTENZIONE, È COSì:TOOLKIT: INTRODUZIONE TEORICA SULLA DIDATTICA PER COMPETENZEGUIDA: IL SISTEMA COMPETENZE NEL TESTO + PROGRAMMAZIONE DIDATTICA







How can we teach the Key 8…? 
1. Communication in mother tongue 
2. Communication in foreign languages 
3. Competence in Maths and basic competence in 

Science and Technology 
4. Learning to learn 
5. Social and Civic competences 
6. Initiative taking and entrepreneurial skills 
7. Self-awareness and cultural expression 
8. Digital competence 

Raccomandazione del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, 18/12/2006 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Let’s have a look at 8 key competences and relate them to what we are using in class.>First objective - Well we hope our colleagues have helped us out by teaching students their own language. >Second objective - This is our ongoing objective but we should have started seeing results from our students..of varying levels. > Third objective  - As we mentioned CLIL is provided at various stages through our coursebooks.Click on to CLIL page



Relatore
Note di presentazione
Content and Language Intergrated Learning  CLILLearners need to produce both content-obligatory and content-compatible language.Content-obligatory languageEvery subject has its own content-obligatory language. This is the subject-specific vocabulary,grammatical structures and functional expressions learners need to: learn about a curricular subject communicate subject knowledge take part in interactive classroom tasks.Content-compatible languageThis is the non-subject-specifi c language which learners may have already learned in their Englishclasses and which they can then use in CLIL classes to communicate more fully in the subject.



How can we teach the Key 8…? 
1. Communication in mother tongue 
2. Communication in foreign languages 
3. Competence in Maths and basic competence in 

Science and Technology 
4. Learning to learn 
5. Social and Civic competences 
6. Initiative taking and entrepreneurial skills 
7. Self-awareness and cultural expression 
8. Digital competence 

Raccomandazione del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, 18/12/2006 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Let’s have a look at 8 key competences and relate them to what we are using in class.>First objective - Well we hope our colleagues have helped us out by teaching students their own language. >Second objective - This is our ongoing objective but we should have started seeing results from our students..of varying levels. > Third objective  - As we mentioned CLIL is provided at various stages through our coursebooks.Click on to CLIL page



Exercise types for teaching competences 

• Task that require students to create a strategy to  
  get to an answer 
 
• Tasks that require students to apply what they  
  have learnt in the lesson 
 

• Group work and pairwork 
 

 



No immediate  

activity here. 

 

How would you use  

this page in class? 
 



 

•In pairs, read about Russell Crowe 

 

•Students report findings to the class 

 

•Discussion questions based on what 

students have said 

 

•Each group of students will find parts  

of the text that interest them 

   

•Students will use their own English to   

explain their findings. 

 



Tasks that require 
students to apply 

what they have learnt 
in the lesson 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Analysing information that interests them and developing the competences to perform group tasks.



Exercise types for teaching competences 

• Tasks that require subject knowledge and know-how 
 

• Student-centred tasks 
 

• Learning new things in English and communicating it   
 to others so students experience being a “source of  
 information” rather than simply learners of  
 information 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Here are some suggestions of exercises types for teaching by competence .These types of exercises are clearly indentifiable throughout our couresebooks



Relatore
Note di presentazione
Researching different cultures creates social and awareness leading to a higher respect for othersTasks that require subject knowledge and know-howStudent-centred tasksLearning new things in English and communicating it to others so students experience being a “source of information” rather than simply learners of information



1. Communication in mother tongue 
2. Communication in foreign languages  
3. Competence in Maths and basic competence in 

Science and Technology  
4. Learning to learn  
5. Social and Civic competences 
6. Initiative taking and entrepreneurial skills  
7. Self-awareness and cultural expression  
8. Digital competence 
 

Raccomandazione del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, 18/12/2006 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Digital competence….This is where our students can help us!We talk about this generation of students being digital natives, born in technology and taking to using electronic device like a fish to water.In fact it seems it has become innate.CLICK and show video



The Active Book (offline) 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Let’s look at how publishers have introduced digital elements into educationBy having a full digital reproduction of their coursebooks, students can keep a digital file which records everything they do.All the results of the interactive exercises, any notes or illustrations they add to the book as well as files, photos and films they attach.



Guided listening 

37  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
I’m not going to start with the presentation, or dialogue. But instead with pronunciation. We will then bring this into context when applied to specific vocabulary. So to begin with i’m giong to use the Talking Head with JPS to introduce the letters we’re going to look at and also introduce Pronunciation as an objective for todays lesson.Acitvities: Choral Work, Eliciting, repetition, Images to represent words, physical actions to represent words(add in examples from JPS lesson in propaganda including addtional sounds : S/ES etc )



Pronunciation practice 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Listening , repeating - both key to developing pronunciation.Interactive phonetic charts make isolating difficult sounds easy and they can build words starting  with small sounds like /ea/ before moving onto the exhale /h/ and finally /hea/ Here’s someone else that’s on hand to help…



Flashcards and PPT lessons 

39  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Once the students have understood the sounds we can start to add context by introducing the lexical group which was part of our objective. Here with flashcards as my main resource, im combining audio and visual aids to express and comunicate the vocab and from time to time i can reinforce by flicking the flascard over to display the written word – but only after using images and sound. I would run through to or three of these cards and consistently flick back through them to check the students are remembering the vocab. As I introduce them I tend to elicit to see if any students already know some of the words.  I would refer back to the pronunciation repeatedly on words which include the three main sounds of the day R/S/ES



Videos with subtitles 

40  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Using the LIMBOOK, i would then consolidate the lexis studied by using the click and drag activity on age 53 of the students book – i would nominate a student to do this and elicit the correct answers from the class. If the students are using computers in class then i would allow them all the chance to do this individually or in pairs.  Same again for the follow up acitvity categorising the words into groups and then finally to provide a full context using a teacher led session and encouraging the students to repeat the phrases, asking students to describe first the famous charaters in the pictures and then perhaps the person next to them in the class (this cannot be done for all but a slect few however, as you explain the exercise make this clear). Once done we can recap the lesson by quickly eliciting responses by flicking back through the pages on the LIM to finish off the lesson. 



Interactive digital edition 
 (online /offline) 

Listening exercises 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The Active book allows students to listen to exercises they heard in class, again and again until they fully understand – without peer or time pressures. Interactive exercises present the task from the printed book in a different form which can make the exercise more engaginf for the student and dare I say FUN.These different methods of showing exercises allow students with learning difficuities further opportunities to participate fully in the course.



Interactive digital edition 

Interactive exercises 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The Active book allows students to listen to exercises they heard in class, again and again until they fully understand – without peer or time pressures. Interactive exercises present the task from the printed book in a different form which can make the exercise more engaginf for the student and dare I say FUN.These different methods of showing exercises allow students with learning difficuities further opportunities to participate fully in the course.



 
 
 
 

Online at home  

https://sso.rumba.pearsoncmg.com/sso/login?lang=en&profile=iokingmel&service=http://mel.pearson-intl.com�


Homework 

44  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
MyEnglishLab offers responds to just those requirements:For a student we have:1: Clear indications as to what we have done, the level we are working at and what we need to do2. Support – at both activity level and question level to guide the student through the activity3. Activities that are adaptable for students with LD such as drag and drop with initial words indicated…4. Or phrase forming but in bulk or chunks5. Use of audio and video with multple choice….All of these are corrected automatically giving feedback to the student and teacher instantly and allowing the student to repeat the activity again and again and again as well as providing the possibility to see the results and understand the errors being made…

https://sso.rumba.pearsoncmg.com/sso/login?lang=en&profile=iokingmel&service=http://mel.pearson-intl.com�


45  

Homework 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
MyEnglishLab offers responds to just those requirements:For a student we have:1: Clear indications as to what we have done, the level we are working at and what we need to do2. Support – at both activity level and question level to guide the student through the activity3. Activities that are adaptable for students with LD such as drag and drop with initial words indicated…4. Or phrase forming but in bulk or chunks5. Use of audio and video with multple choice….All of these are corrected automatically giving feedback to the student and teacher instantly and allowing the student to repeat the activity again and again and again as well as providing the possibility to see the results and understand the errors being made…

https://sso.rumba.pearsoncmg.com/sso/login?lang=en&profile=iokingmel&service=http://mel.pearson-intl.com�


Students monitor their own progress 

Presentation Title runs here  l  00/00/00 46 



47  

Teachers monitor the class progress 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
For the teacher feedback and a clear understanding of what the student is doing, how they are doing it and where they are having issues is fundamental this way we can adapt, prepare, and create our course in a way which fully embodies both INCLUSION and PERSONALISATION:Clear and easy results and grades of the class and individual students the ability to indicate to specific students to do specific activities Correlate and understand where common errors are recurring and act upon them quickly

https://sso.rumba.pearsoncmg.com/sso/login?lang=en&profile=iokingmel&service=http://mel.pearson-intl.com�


48  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
For the teacher feedback and a clear understanding of what the student is doing, how they are doing it and where they are having issues is fundamental this way we can adapt, prepare, and create our course in a way which fully embodies both INCLUSION and PERSONALISATION:Clear and easy results and grades of the class and individual students the ability to indicate to specific students to do specific activities Correlate and understand where common errors are recurring and act upon them quickly

https://sso.rumba.pearsoncmg.com/sso/login?lang=en&profile=iokingmel&service=http://mel.pearson-intl.com�
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
For the teacher feedback and a clear understanding of what the student is doing, how they are doing it and where they are having issues is fundamental this way we can adapt, prepare, and create our course in a way which fully embodies both INCLUSION and PERSONALISATION:Clear and easy results and grades of the class and individual students the ability to indicate to specific students to do specific activities Correlate and understand where common errors are recurring and act upon them quickly

https://sso.rumba.pearsoncmg.com/sso/login?lang=en&profile=iokingmel&service=http://mel.pearson-intl.com�


Suggested types of evaluation  

Situation /Task type test 

Tests that evaluate a how students think through options 

Open answer questions 

Prove strutturate 

 

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Here are some suggestions for types of tests and evaluation to apply for measuring competences







Please conatct us with your thoughts, ideas, 
comments and suggestions 

 

Andrew.Howarth@pearson.it 

 

Russell.Lewis@pearson.it  
 

mailto:Andrew.Howarth@pearson.it�
mailto:Russell.Lewis@pearson.it�


Informazioni utili 
 
  
• Gli attestati di partecipazione vi saranno inviati via 

e-mail 
 
• Riceverete inoltre un’e-mail contenente le istruzioni 

per scaricare, dal sito Pearson, i materiali presentati 
oggi  

 
• Contestualmente, sarà inviato un questionario per 

raccogliere pareri e suggerimenti su questa 
innovativa modalità di formazione 

 
 
 
 
 



Prossimi incontri: 
 

19 Novembre – Relatore Paola Eleonora Fantoni 
    QUANDO LA DISLESSIA ENTRA IN CLASSE 

 

04 Dicembre – Relatore Andrew Howarth 
    HOW TO KEEP YOUR STUDENTS ENGAGED IN ENGLISH 

Presentation Title runs here  l  00/00/00 55  
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